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A b strac t : In this papci. we have studied global strings re ta in ing  term s uplo the order of 1// ' in the cneigy m om en tum  tensor loi a inplel scalar 
Held, dcsL-ithing the string  configuration  Also the gravitational field pf the stung  solution has been considered Finally, the geodesic ol a test particle 
Ims been exam ined in the gravitational field of the string and the ang le  of deficit has been calculated tor the stung solution
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The cosmic string is one ol the topological delects which 
m a> arise during phase transitions in the early universe 
|! -3 |.  These topological delects are characterised by the 
homotopv group ol the vacuum manifold (/i) (In fact, 
7T \{ jli ) & / gives rise to cosmic strings). Strings have 
important astrophysical consequences, namely, the double 
q u a s a r  pioblcm and galaxy formation can well be explained 
by strings [4]. The global string involves only a complex 
s c a la i  field. Tor such a siring, Haran and Sikiric 151 
piescnted a solution of the linearhzed field equations 
n e g le c t in g  the radial variation ol the scalar field outside the 
core ol the string. Here, we retain the terms of order !//■' m 
th e  energy momentum tensor for a triplet scalar field and 
piesent an approximate solution ol the field equations 
iclaming terms uplo order I W e  also discuss the 
motion ol the test particle by using the Hamilton-Jacobi 
method. Finally, we study the bending of light in the 
above held.
A Global string can be formed by global symmetry 
breaking m phase transition. The simplest case is that of a 
global U(  1) symmetry.
Consider the Lagrangian (6]
L = V flf V r 4 > - ± X { f t - i i * ) \  (!)
where 0  is a complex scalar field.
The licld configuration is
0 =  t\f {r)cxp(i0). (2)
The most general static cylindncally symmetric metric ts
<ls~ = A{ r ) ( —d t -  + i h 2 ) + A ( r ) c l r 2 4- r -  , (3)
here, the (f, z) plane is Lorent/ invariant.
For the scalar field 0, wc gel ihc Lagrangian in terms of 
the real held /
l = vt, v f; + n2.r2 v» W u 2 - '  >2 • <4>
For the Lagrangian (4), we gel the equation of motion
V „  V f  -  fV<> + 1  f ■( f 2  - 1) = 0. (5)
For a Hal space, wc gel the equation ol motion
/ " + P/>' ” f h '1 -  1/2 S' j  ( / -  )) = 0 (6)
(where a prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. r )
Here, S  = ) * is the core radius of the string.
We see that the approximate solution ol (b) is |7[
/  = 1 -  S ?/ r 2 (7)
(upto M r K i . e .  neglecting 1/r4, M r 5 etc.) .
The energy momentum tensor characteristic ol a static 
cylindrically symmetric cosmic string is
it ,  __ c} L
Thus, we get
Lftpy
r\ . n'-f2 . n2/ 2 . i+ 7 i7 r  + ± W < r ~ - \ ) : = r:
(8)
(9)
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t; --
r;
Puttin'; the value ol / in cqs. (9 -1 1), we get
77 -  77 = T
rll 
0 ~ " 9- ' . r2B
( l » )
(ID
( 12)
(upto I// ', /.<*. neglecting I/r4. l / r ’ e /r .).
The held equations of general relativity are eonsequently 
given by
A'  I A ' B '  A ' 2 K x G n 2 
A ' r  2 A 2 B 4 A ' ~ ~  r 2H
(13)
In the H - J  formalism, the path of the particle is
dS )'characterized by = constant; 4 r r -  = constant; ~ ~  ~
()L riM rll
constant (Without loss of generality, we lake the constants 
to be zero).
Thus, we gel
/ = f j ^ £ 2 - M 2 (21)
:  = e j  M^£’2 -  M 2 -■^■p- + m2/4j d r ,  (22)
6  =  e j - ~ ^ t : 2 -  M 2 - ■ ^ ^ -  +  " i 2a \  <lr. (23) 
From (21). we obtain the radial velocity of the particle as
A "  I A ' 2 _  %K<Jr)2 
A 2 " 2  z f  "  r 2B  ’
i d l  + i i C  + J L  I A ’ 2 I B ’ 2 
2 A ■’ +  2 A l t  r A B  '  2 a ' “ 4 A B 2
The solution of these equations are 
Z\ = I - K 7 t G r i 2 In r ,
B =  I 2 4 j t G / j 2 In;
(neglecting (;rt7?/~ )2 ).
(14)
HrcGif 
i 2 B ' 
(15)
(16)
III this section, we shall study the motion of a test particle 
in the gravitational field ol the global string described by
d s 2 * A U i t 2 -  d : 2 ) -  A d r 2 -  r 2B d 0 2, (17)
dr
dt M2 -
A i i
B ,-2
+ (24)
The turning points of the trajectory are given by drfdl  = 0 as 
a consequence of the potential curve.
^ ^ \ ( M 2/ m 2 - \ ) 2 + J 2/ n , 2r 2 /// 1 1 f
<I + l6;rGrj2 ln/)  + 8/rG/72 ln r l 1^ . (25)
Wc sec (hat the extremals of the potential curve are the 
solutions ol the equation
/- /--X /tG/72 ) + X/tG>72 — In/-2 = A / r G n 2/ 1. (26) 
n r  n r
where A -  1 - X/rG/;2 In /: B -  1 -  2 4 n G i i 2 In r .
We consider a relativistic particle ol m a s s  /// moving in 
the held ol a global string (17).
The Hamilton Jacobi { H - J )  equation is (8,9)
0
( IX)
Now to determine the H - J  function S from (18), wc 
consider
S d . : ,  /-, 0 )  ~ — I'J + S\ (/■)■♦■ M z  + J O , (19)
where constants /:. J can be identified as the energy and 
angular momentum ol particle and M  is the momentum 
along the r-dircction.
K we substitute the unsat/ (19) in (IS), we gel the 
expression of the unknown function 5,(r) in the integral
Si (/ )- j /: - - M - AILB , 2 +  / / / M
“i1/-
d i . ( 20)
Here, f  = ±1 stands for the change of sign, whenever r  
p a s s e s  through a zero of the integrand in (20).
We sec that it has two real solutions since I -  X/rG/j’ > 0. 
Hence, the trajectory of the particle can be trapped by the 
global string.
Thus, the global string has a gravitational field.
Wc shall now sludy the bending of light in the above 
field. The equation for the light track is 110|
<!l ) 2 - iL lU r *
d e )  ~  h '  A 2
(27)
The constants /, k , h arc defined by
A I A /  7 n  C IO  iA —rzr — /. A —p = K r - B - r r  = //,
- d£ (It
where £; is an affine parameter along the light path.
Let r  = \ f U
We gel from (27)
m 1 + ^ l n , la - i r  J
(28)
(29)
where a 2 = b =  \ 6 n r ] 2Gh2
(neglecting ( n G r ;2 )2 \
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From (29), we get
t f s s i r r 1 z + cos •' z6Ina -  bz(\nz -  1). (31)
wIh-tc ; = U/a
1 neglecting h4 and u2 nGr}2 1.
N o w  (7 =  0 corresponds to 
0  = ff/2 b In a ,
hence, the bending of light has the expression 
;r(i ~b\na).
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